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NEW PROJECTS

WELCOME TO MCC CONNECTS!!!
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The story is told of a father who had two sons: one an
optimist and the other a pessimist. The father wanted to
test the boys, so he put the pessimistic son in a room
filled with toys and the optimistic son in a room piled
high with manure. After an hour, the father returned to
the room with the toys to find his son sitting in the corner
crying because there were too many toys and he couldn’t
decide which one to play with. The father then went to
the room with the manure. To his surprise the boy had
found a shovel and was furiously digging. The father
asked the son what he was doing to which the son exclaimed, “With all this crap there’s got to be a pony!”
The events of last year have provided us with a multitude of opportunities to either sit in the
corner and cry or find a shovel and start digging. As we can all attest, our personal and professional lives are filled with challenges. Though their size, complexity, or intensity may differ, it
is how we approach and solve them that ultimately determines if we grow or not. Challenges
help us to refine our strengths and strengthen our weaknesses; they define us. Lou Holtz
once said, “Show me someone who has done something worthwhile, and I’ll show you someone who has overcome adversity.” Challenges spur growth and without them, we won’t grow.

Package

JAN 2021 / FEB 2021

NCA

Light Ganged Studded Panels

1160 – 3215 Porter

Form Only

CO

Form Only

CO

MAR 2021 / JUL 2021

CO

1163 – Alexan Evans Station

1165 – Prestige Porsche

HI

Package

HV

One Sided Walls / Shore-X

Package

No two construction projects are the same, neither in the way they are built nor in the way
they will challenge us. Each project has its own set of obstacles that help us to grow both individually and collectively as a company. McClone is comprised of 46 years’ worth of Team
Members approaching every project with a shovel and looking for the pony. Viewing each project as a battlefield to be won, we end up with new skills, lessons learned, and solutions to
future problems. Although it sounds intriguing to have a project with no issues or challenges,
the result would equate to complacency, stagnancy and boredom. An ancient Chinese proverb says, “The gem cannot be polished without friction, nor man perfected without trials.”
Without challenges we won’t reach our true potential. One of our company commitments is
Striving for Continuous Improvement. The path to improvement is fulfilled through complex
problem solving, ingenuity, and a positive attitude. Walt Disney once said “All the adversity
I’ve had in my life, all my troubles and obstacles, have strengthened me…. You may not realize it when it happens, but a kick in the teeth may be the best thing in the world for you.”

APR 2021 / JUN 2021

SEP 2021 / FEB 2022

JUN 2021 / DEC 2021

Pro-Shore

1164 – Kokua-Elderly Housing Project

Handset

1166 – Stanley Residential

When we are faced with our next overwhelming challenge whether it be in our personal life or
professional life, let’s grab a shovel and go find the pony.

Form Only
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MAY 2021 / AUG 2021
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Handset

Form Only JUL 2021 / APR 2022 HV/Perimeter Flyers
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MCCLONE

CULTURE AND VALUES
Long before the culture and
values of McClone were put
into commitments, seals, and
posters, they were simply represented in our Team Members. They were introduced
and instilled in you before you
even knew they were there or
what they were.

Edem Gbongli, Colorado’s
newest PM/PE, started in September 2020 and has proven
to be a very hard working and
dedicated Team Member.
Armed with his degree in civil
engineering, he managed,
engineered AND was his own
Field (Layout) Engineer for his
very first project with McClone.
He was successful in that difficult endeavor with two kids at
home and attending night
school. Edem embodies many
of McClone’s core values and
does everything professionally
and with a positive attitude.

Greg Sullivan’s commitment to McClone
culture derives from the Jake Owen hit,
“Anywhere With You.” “I’ll go anywhere. West
Virginia baby I don’t care.” Greg got his start
in 2011 as a Field Engineer in Denver, Colorado. That role gave him the skills to become
Project Manager role where he managed
multiple projects around the Denver Metro
area. He traveled out to Black Hawk, Colorado to manage the Monarch Garage and from
there his skills took him to Texas to become
an Engineering Manager. Along with that
role, he’s managed projects in Austin, Houston, and Dallas.
He has shown MCC culture to multiple team
members in multiple cities and always put
his stamp on it. Speaking of stamp, Greg’s
next big goal is to get his PE license.

When McClone first came to
Hawaii 20 years ago, an apprentice named Ray

Tavita,

skeptical of this mainland company and their ways, would
soon embrace this culture and
also start to show them a little
of his own and that of the islands.

We asked Edem some questions about MCC Core Values and culture.
Here’s what he said:
What is the most important MCC Value to you and why?
RESPECT, because it is the key to promoting workforce diversity. Having
a different background, I realized that my unique perspective and experience are valued and respected at McClone.
What is your overall impression of McClone’s values and culture?
They are not just “words” – they are a reflection of the reality and what I
personally believe in as well.
Is there anything that specifically draws you to stay with MCC?
McClone allows me career growth opportunity, is engaged in building the
team and cares about how well they treat their team members.

Our Colorado office is truly grateful to have such a dedicated and determined individual on our team.
Allison Balsley, CO Project Coordinator

Tanner Friesen, TX Preconstruction
Manager

At the Kirkland Urban South Project,
Superintendent Kitt
Pluard brought up a
situation we would
be encountering on a
few floors. The column cages were
going to be low, which would mean we would be tying
off at our feet. After discussing the situation, we decided to purchase a new anchorage system, Securaspan from DBI Sala. The system allowed us to tie
off roughly 3’-6” higher than we normally would have
and kept our tie off points closer to our d-rings. It’s
been a great system that the crew has really enjoyed
using and will be a great alternative when getting to
the roof levels. Two other projects have already committed to using the system.

Great job Kitt and

crew!

Now one of McClone’s most seasoned Superintendents, I can
think of no one who better embodies this spirit and ensures that
it is passed on to the next generation, much like it was passed to
him.
If you hang around one of Ray’s jobs long enough you will most
certainly hear a couple common phrases, or mantras, of his.
When faced with the daily challenges and frustrations brought on
by others or merely circumstance, you might hear, “Well, it is
what it is.” A statement meaning, I didn’t cause this situation,
but I’m not going to waste time getting angry or complaining.
Rather, we’re going to accept our challenges and be professionals, put our heads down and drive through it and past it. Now on
the other side of the problem, you will commonly have onlookers
applauding your efforts or thanking you for helping them and the
situation. At this moment you might hear the phrase, “It’s what
we do.” This is a common theme you will hear across all our
crews and it comes from a sense of pride.
It takes a certain character to show up every day and work twice
as hard as the person next to you while still being committed to
the values we speak so much of. This culture and these values
will build pride in you. That pride, in turn motivates you to live
them every day after.

Larry Stookey, WA Safety Coordinator
Gabe Lewis, HI Project Manager/Engineer
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MCCLONE CULTURE AND VALUES
There are many exciting aspects of choosing a career in construction, but there
are plenty of difficult facets as well. From early mornings to cold winters, it’s a
field of work that takes dedication, perseverance, and excellence in work ethic.
These aspects along with beliefs in our core values surrounding Safety, Integrity, Respect, Professionalism, and Performance are what make McClone such a
successful and rewarding place to work.

Marcus Bryant is an example of these McClone core values. When asked,
Team Members, Project Managers, and Engineers who have worked with Marcus have said, “He is a person that takes pride in his work and commits effort
and precision towards each task” as well as, “He has such a positive attitude
and it never changes even when the work gets tough. It is always a pleasure to
see him show up on any job.”
Marcus started with McClone in 1987. He is most proud of his contributions to
projects at the University of Irvine, Natural Sciences Building Unit 1 and 2.
These projects won two American Concrete Institute awards in “Outstanding
Achievement and Excellence” as well as “Recognition of Innovative Uses of
Concrete.” These awards couldn’t have been achieved without Marcus’ professionalism, quality, work ethic, and dedication to the craft.

Along with his weekly commute from his Southern California home where he lives with his lovely wife, Dena, to our Northern California Office in Shingle Springs, Marcus shows dedication to McClone’s forward progress and exemplifies its core values to the highest
degree.
Valerie Bryden, NCA Office Coordinator

SHARING RESOURCES
Collaboration and teamwork may not be the first thing
to come to mind when you think about construction,
but the truth is, it should be. The amount of collaboration, communication and teamwork that goes into turning an idea and vision into a tangible commodity like a
company’s office building, parking garage, or residential building, etc. is nothing short of inspirational. From
start to finish, McClone has always managed to collaborate on every step of the project execution process.
Every piece of that process takes a group of team members to envision the method to get to the completion of a project.
Sometimes, those groups reach out to other Areas to share resources. A real emphasis was put on this idea about 6 years ago
and it has been a proven success. Whether it be the sharing of equipment, engineering, administration or field manpower to
name a few, McClone’s Areas are utilizing the company’s resources now more than ever before.
Sharing resources really paid off most recently on the STX’s Pendry project in Park City, Utah. Early in the project, the Washington Area was able to provide leadership support to get the project rolling. The Colorado Area was able to provide project management support and the STX Area had a field team that relocated to support the Pendry project from the beginning, followed
by a group of field team members from NCA that made the trek out for a few wintery months. The Pendry project would not
have been possible nor successful without the dedication and sacrifice of our Team Members. A complete company-wide endeavor isn’t new to McClone. When the NCA team was awarded the Chase Center Arena in San Francisco, the company as a
whole filled spots that were needed to keep the project on track, on budget, and on time.
Something that long time LA Lakers coach, Phil Jackson, has said
rings true for the entire McClone family, “The strength of the team
is each individual member. The strength of each member is the
team.”
Sacrifices continually made by our individual Team Members,
along with the patience, understanding, and sacrifices of their
loved ones for the greater team is what makes McClone more than
a company, but a family.
Kim Finley, NCA Office Manager
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Colorado

1701 PLATTE

The Sky Ala Moana project consists of
two towers to be built simultaneously: a 44
-story Market Condo tower, and a 40-story
Affordable Condo & Hotel tower that sit
atop a 59k sqft podium amenity deck with
7 levels of parking and retail below.

Project #1133 — 1701 Platte in Denver, Colorado is a 53,000 SF per
level building with 2 levels below grade and 6 levels above grade.
When the project is complete, it will be used largely for office space
with a wide array of amenities such as a gym, roof top lounge space,
and retail. The most unique thing about this project is its location. The
building is tucked in directly off Interstate 25 so closely that the west
slab edge curves with the off-ramp of the interstate.

Starting in September 2020 and projected
to finish April 2022, this project has many
challenges. The vertical crew is tasked with
forming 11 elevator and 5 stair cores, with
other shearwall, as well as 83 different
column sizes that change at various levels.
McClone designed Heavy Gang forms using
new Doka telescopic shaft platform beams
will tackle the walls, while Gates Lok Fast
columns will handle the column work.

This is McClone’s first project with Beck as the General Contractor and
we are striving to build a strong relationship with them in hopes of
working with them in the future, not only in Colorado, but in other areas as well. Project Superintendent, Eli Sprenger, and his team are on
the front lines of building this relationship
and demonstrating MCC’s core values and
mission statement.

HV and perimeter flyer will construct the
garage and podium levels, while truss flyer
will complete the tower levels. While the
first level of vertical and decks were difficult at 20-24 ft in height, under the supervision of Project Lead Superintendent, Ray
Tavita, everything is running smoothly.

This unique building is slated to top out in
May 2021. A big thank you to everyone
who has been involved in making this project a success!
Sean Boylan, CO Project Manager

Gabe Lewis, HI Project Manager

SKY ALA MOANA
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Washington

4411 San Felipe is a 7-story building with 3 stories of parking

CITIZEN M HOTEL

garage and 4 levels of retail and office located in the Galleria Area
of Houston, TX. This is our second of hopefully many projects to
come with our client G.T. Leach. The 4411 played hard to get but
after two years we finally got it. As our Vice President, Mike Byron
says, “We don’t pick the easy ones,” with the site being a bit of a
logistical challenge. This project changed from a form only into a
full frame package allowing us to expand our scope of work to better fit our client’s needs.

The Citizen M Yesler Hotel project has come to an end
as we poured out of Level 5 deck just before year end.
This project had been different for McClone’s WA Area, as
not only did we have our typical scope of horizontal and
vertical formwork, we also took on additional items that we
typically don’t do. For example, MCC installed all of the
embeds in the walls and columns, PT heads installation,
cold weather protection, pre pour deck cleanup and established pour elevations. With this expansive scope, it was
good that we had a seasoned Superintendent (Jon Wright)
that had been versed in many of these types of general
scope items throughout his career, so he could manage his
crews to meet the needs of the overall schedule.
Working with our partners, Mortenson, it was an overall
successful project!

A great project always comes with a great team. Our dedicated Team Members are performing at a high level under
the leadership of Jeremy George (Frame Superintendent),
Julio Martinez (Formwork Superintendent), and Jose Olivo
(Field Engineer) with the support of Luis Pequeno
(Operations Manager). The coordination on this project hasn’t been easy and the snowy weather hasn’t cooperated,
but surely the Texas Team will make this a successful project!
Oscar Boeta, TX Project Manager

Michael Danielson, WA Project Manager

4411 SAN FELIPE
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Northern California

THE GATEWAY OF THE PACIFIC

TM LIFE EVENTS

NCA

The Gateway of the Pacific project Phase
Although Chad Urroz is a new McClone Team Member, he is not new to

II & III is a new biomedical campus in the city
of South San Francisco. South San Francisco
has become the “Silicon Valley” of the biomed
community and is one of the most rapidly
changing communities in the state. The project consists of three 11 story office buildings
and 3 parking garages, a three-story underground with central plaza on top and 7 and 9
story buildings on the perimeter. All are connected below ground and surround the large
central plaza which provides a park like atmosphere for the public.

working alongside McClone. In 1998, he learned of McClone while working
for another contractor on the LA City Hall Retro Fit project, ran by Steve
Rudd. In 2015, he was assigned to the East County Detention Center in
Indio, CA, where he really got to know McClone and the culture of the company. It was about that time Chad became interested in the Reno construction market, as it was showing a promising future.
Fast forward a couple years to a LinkedIn exchange between Chad and
McClone Operations Manager – Projects, Steve Donley. As luck would have
it, McClone was looking to expand operations to Reno and knew Chad had
what it took to head up the task. Chad sold their amazing home in Lake
Arrowhead, CA and moved the family to Washoe Valley, NV and joined the
NCA - McClone family as Assistant Operations Manager.

The project was off to a strong start when Covid hit the nation. Like most everything
else, construction was quickly put on hold, but due to the nature of the project being
deemed “critical infrastructure,” construction resumed after a few weeks of setting up
protocols and new safety measures with General Contractor, Hathaway Dinwiddie,
leading the effort. The team did a fantastic job working through unprecedented and
stressful times. Each set back was taken in stride and a way to proceed was found.
McClone Superintendents, Robert Zamora and Zack Coleman, kept the team focused
and motivated throughout the uncertainty of the time.

Now, Chad, his wife, Jennifer, and their five
children (ages 7, 11, 14, 16, and 21) are
all happily settled in Nevada, and we are so
lucky to have them! Chad’s 21-year-old son,
Seth, is now also working hard out at our
Park Lane Apartment project. Thanks for
your leap of faith with McClone!

As is typical with projects in the bay area, available space was in short supply. With 5
structures on site and only one access gate for trucking, it was a logistical challenge
for all the subs involved. McClone formed over 1.2 million CSF with an average crew
of 60 team members at the peak. It took some creative scheduling to keep the manpower and material flowing.
The project has been a success due to the hard work of our team members and the
great relationship with the Hathaway Dinwiddie team. Everyone involved worked together to prevent this being another Covid casualty story.

Congratulations to Assistant Superintendent,

Gustavo Ochoa! On December 26, 2020,
he got married at a very special and small
family gathering. Gustavo was working in
Utah for the Pendry project during that time,
so he had to “fly home, get married then go
back to work.” He says he still owes a honeymoon to his beautiful wife as there was nowhere to go at the time but looks forward to
going somewhere soon.

Tom Rudfelt, NCA Senior Engineer
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TM LIFE EVENTS

HI/CO

TM LIFE EVENTS

TX/WA

Mark Luke Agni, McClone Carpenter in Hawaii and his wife Alexa just purchased a new home in Makakilo. Congratulations to you both and enjoy the fabulous view!
Texas’ Project Coordinator Liliana

Hawaii’s Project Manager, Maegan Best’s
husband Rick and his business partner are
opening a new microbrewery, Lokahi Brewing
Company, in Honolulu in April of 2021. Next
time you are on island come by for a cold
draft! Check us out on Instagram and Facebook.

Arteaga and her family recently

purchased a new home in Houston. Because they love their neighborhood so much, they were able to keep their moving expenses low by
moving into the house across the street! Lil states, “The best part was
being able to choose our new neighbors, and at the same time it’s a
little strange seeing our old house every time we walk out the door.”

Mario Ochoa, a Carpenter on the Microsoft
Project in Seattle, welcomed his 3rd child on
February 12th, a baby
boy named Antonio.
Congratulations to you
and your family!

Long time Team Member and WA Office Manager, Kim
Wagner, welcomed a new daughter-in-law into her
family on April 3rd. Congrats to the happy couple!!

Jose Diaz Martinez, Colorado Carpenter
Foreman, welcomed his third child, Samantha into the world on January 16th! Her two
older siblings are helping their mom out a
bunch with their cuddly new sister!
Page 14

Mario and his family
moved from California,
where he worked for
McClone, to Washington, at the end of the
summer of 2020. He’s
happy to be part of the
McClone Washington
team and has enjoyed
learning from different
crews.

CO Project Manager, Oscar Mata
and his wife, Anna, added four legs to
their family with this cute and super
cool pupper named Rio!!
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MCCLONE CO NST RUCTION
Corporate Office
5170 Hillsdale Circle, Suite B
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762

Check us out on the web!
http://mcclone.net/

Phone: (916) 358-5495

fb.me/McCloneConstructionCo
MCC—CONNECTS is a biannual magazine/
newsletter issued by McClone
Construction Company.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/146066/

Copyright 2017 by McClone
Construction. All rights reserved.

@mccloneconstruction

McClone, the McClone logo, and MCC—
CONNECTS are service marks of McClone
Construction. An equal-opportunity
employer. To contact us, visit mcclone.net.
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